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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 1, January 2022, is published monthly, as an electronic
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky
Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually
held on the second Friday of each month at the Classic Homes Corporate Office, 2138
Flying Horse Club Drive, Colorado Springs, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our
meetings. We would love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly
meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model railroads (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is
copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted. Please do not use content from this newsletter in other
publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera, without explicit case-by-case permission. The editor of
The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Editor’s Thoughts
A new year begins, new opportunities to improve, maybe finish some of our model railroad projects,
learn some new skills, enjoy operating our railroads, attending train shows, checking out railroad
museums, reading about trains and our hobby, increasing our rolling stocks. All those things
promise an upbeat year to come, but I would be remiss in not noting the sadness the year started
off, with the loss of a great model railroader, JB Thistlethwaite. Most of the contributors to this
month’s Milepost have mourned JB in their own ways. JB will truly be missed.
The year 2021 has been a year of frustrations and hopes dashed with “the plague that will not be
mentioned” (ex-super’s words). But it has afforded some of us time to focus on our modeling
activities. I have had some success in finishing projects, but others seemed to fall to the wayside as
others took a more effort to complete than anticipated. In one area, was my software development
on the positive side I switched all my code development to the Microsoft Visual Studio Code. What’s
truly remarkable about that Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is that it runs on Linux,
Windows 10, and Macintosh. It supports the development of Node.js projects as well as Arduino
and their clones as well as Java, PHP, Python, and other languages! Oh, the most exciting part is it is
FREE, and Microsoft keeps it maintained and upgraded. The frustrating part of my efforts has been
with Node.js and the various library packages I have used, as some have become outdated and
flagged as a security risk. Albeit a small one as my apps never leave my network, but it is still very
annoying to be continually reminded by GitHub and then trying to resolve issues, which turn out I
have no control over. So, I have moved away from some of the bigger package issues and chosen
others… so far so good but it is time consuming when you change some of the key infrastructure
components. A challenge that unfortunately takes time away from some of the other projects I
would have liked to complete. However, it is time spent pursuing my hobby!
This year I will spend some time in the Milepost examining the “Arduino” and other microcontrollers
(MCUs) as means of using technology to benefit the hobby. Instalment one takes us from the
beginning of computers in the US to today’s world where pretty much everything is controlled or
touched by some computer somewhere. If you have questions, I’d be happy to try an answer. I
admit, while I am an Electrical Engineer, I don’t know everything and the field changes rapidly. Also,
if you would like assistance in getting started with a MCU project I would be happy to give you
advice.
In celebrating 2021, for those things that were good and fun, I must thank all the contributors who
work hard to put “pen to paper” to entertain and inform you the readers.

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!
David

A Tribute to JB Thistlethwaite
June 12, 1942—January 3, 2022
By Chris Thompson
J.B. Thistlethwaite passed away on January 3, 2022. Most of us know J.B. as the always
enthusiastic and very knowledgeable proprietor of Sidetrack Scale Models. J.B. could be found at
his booth at every local model railroad event or at his wonderful hobby shop located in his garage.
He was an active member of both Pikemasters and Slimrail. J.B. loved the hobby and knew so much
about every aspect of it, but I believe his favorite part of the hobby was you and I, the people he
shared it with. He always had a kind word or an amazing story to share, he will truly be very missed.
He leaves behind his three sons and his beloved wife Kay.
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by Kristin Phillips
John Balthis Thistlethwaite, known to all as JB, was born in
Chillicothe, MO on June 12, 1942. A longtime friend of his
from Chillicothe, commented that he had a love of all things
in the railroad universe. He described JB as a solid,
towering stalwart who was steadfast in his beliefs and
made them clearly known. He described JB as a man of
strength and character and a fountain of wisdom and
knowledge. He was helpful to all. His friend also spoke of
JB’s direct gaze. You felt as if you were the only person in
the room with all his attention focused on you. Another
person described JB as a gentle giant. It was also said that
he was a heart with arms and legs.
JB did have a weakness, and it was his love of sweets. You
would always see him with a Coke in front of him, and he
was always ready to break out the cookies. Not long ago JB
and a friend visited the True Value Hardware store to buy parts for the church’s lawn mower. He
was ecstatic to find Cherry Mash candy made in MO.
JB was president of PikeMasters Railroad club in Colorado Springs and an active member of the
Pike’s Peak division of the National Model Railroad Association. His interaction with live steam was
legendary. He was the owner of Sidetrack Hobbies and had a hobby store in the southern part of
Colorado Springs.
JB was a veteran. In addition to being active at his church, Stratmoor Hills United Methodist Church,
JB was also active in the Boy Scouts and was the Scoutmaster of Troop 120.

JB is riding the train to Heaven. His one-way ticket is paid in full.

Conductor’s Corner
Thought's & Goals for The Upcoming Year
Hope by now everyone has made it through Christmas and New Year’s unscathed. During this next
calendar year, this is what I hope we can accomplish within our division. One person could not pull
something like this off by themselves; but if all of us will commit to working within the division just a
little more than we have, we should see some results before our next Christmas party. Here is what I
would like to see our division strive for this next year:
1. Meeting attendance declined sharply thanks to COVID-19 and possibly a few other excuses. We - as
members all need to be better contributors to our meetings and not just "showing up" to be
entertained once a month. All of us have talents that should be shared with our members. The talents
each of us have acquired aren't learned by the rest of us if you don't let us know that YOU did
something to improve your own hobby skills.
2. Programs don't just materialize out of nowhere. One person, trying to come up with eleven programs a
year has a daunting task. If you haven't suggested or volunteered to a program to Mark in this past
couple of years - why haven't you?? Putting on a clinic for the division doesn't have to be a "graduate
level" program, all of us just want to learn more about getting better in our chosen hobby.
3. Our Door Prizes could improve -IF- all of us would listen more to Tony's request that each of us have
to begin bringing something from home that they either don't want anymore -OR- won't ever use. The
few model railroad stores in town shouldn't be our only source for meeting door prizes. We've all
enjoyed winning something at a meeting that we know that we really don't need. Just thinking about
what to do with it stirs our model railroading juices! Or I hope it does.
4. I would like to see someone "step up" to try and assist Kristin Phillips for our next division train
show/swap meet. A division swap meet/train show is overdue. As you know, our module group is the
"SHINING STAR" of our division and all of us need to help them keep their modules "well honed" by
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showing them off at as many opportunities as we possibly can. When our module owners need and
ask for some assistance, why not donate some time to help them??
5. Contests - Even if only 15 people attend a division meeting, why is it monumental to find three
contestants who will enter?? We have some members with MANY years in this hobby. An entry in the
contest could be a learning tool for young members who can learn some type of idea or technique just
by looking at another entry that they never thought of.
6. Many, many "THANKS" need to be paid to ALL of our TECO friends for all of the work they have done
over many many years with the shows that they have engineered and conducted. They have made all
of these shows seem almost "easy" to produce. If you haven't attended a TECO show this last couple
of years, shame on you - they need our support.

I hope that I haven't bitten off more than I can chew. One old timer can't get this done by himself.
There's no "I" in team.

Division Strength Quiz
Name the Pikes Peak Divisions greatest strength and glue holding it viable, strong and active within
our hobby.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Our divisions vast and cataloged library of VHS train tapes.
The divisions SLR camera used for taking pictures of train events and activities.
The divisions color TV set used for watching VHS train tapes at meetings.
Privately owned layouts shown periodically during layout tours.
Christmas parties and picnics with lots of train stuff and food.
Monthly meetings giving you some entertainment one evening a month for 2 1/2 hours.
The divisions membership and spouses who are actively maintaining modules and promoting public
train show/swap meets that promote our hobby within our community for young and future model
train hobbyists.

If you selected answer "7" - give yourself a pat on the back and a warm fuzzy for doing the very best
you can for our hobby.
Kristin asked “What if we had a Saturday morning meeting in February or March? That might
encourage a few more people to come out that don't want to drive out that far in the cold and dark?”
So, what do you think, would you come out on a Saturday morning, instead of a cold dark Friday
night? Please let us know.

Next Meeting on Friday, January 14
Thanks to Mark, we are having another in-person meeting this month at:
Classic Homes Corporate Office Address: 2138 Flying Horse Club Drive, Colorado Springs, CO
80921
Detailed directions on www.ppdnmra.com
Wade Mountz - Superintendent
Check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
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January Wavy Rails
By Joe Costa

Congratulate Wade Mountz, our New Superintendent

There were no paper ballots, Wade, and last year’s officers, were elected by acclamation. I was
appointed as a Regional Director.
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Rail Tragedy in Greeley, Colorado 60 Years Ago

The bus accident detailed below is among the deadliest traffic accidents in Colorado history. As a
result of this accident, federal legislation was passed by Congress requiring the drivers of certain
commercial vehicles, including school buses, to stop, look, and listen for a train at all railroad tracks
prior to crossing the tracks. “20 Children Killed as Passenger Train Hits School Bus East of Evans 16
Others injured as City of Denver Plows into Greeley School Dist. Bus”
“This is information from the front page of the Dec. 14, 1961, Greeley Tribune after a tragic bus
accident killed 20 children and injured 16. The tragedy immediately plunged the Greeley farming
community into shock. The driver of the bus, 23-year-old Duane Harms, was arrested of involuntary
manslaughter and was forced to endure threats and crank calls and letters. Harms was found not
guilty and immediately left Greeley with his wife and baby. Friends say he moved to California. His
ties to Greeley were severed forever.” Twenty school children were killed Thursday morning in a
tragic school bus-train collision two miles east and a mile south of Evans. The accident involving a
Greeley School District (No. 6) bus, was the worst in the Greeley area’s history. Bodies of the victims
were taken to the old Armory on 8th Ave. Sixteen youngsters were rushed to Weld County General
Hospital by ambulance and private automobiles. Seventeen doctors were called into action to
handle the emergencies at the hospital. The bus carried 38 and the driver. The school bus was
carrying students to Delta School, east of Greeley, Arlington Elementary School, Meeker Junior High
School and Greeley High School. The accident occurred about 8:30 a.m. at an open, but diagonal
crossing. The school bus, driven by Duane Harms, rolled onto the track first, and the westbound
Union Pacific streamliner, City of Denver, No. 111, smashed into it at the rear. Bus Carried Over 100
Yards The impact carried the huge 60-passeger bus down the tracks more than 60 yards. The hood,
engine, wheels, and parts of the passenger section were ripped to shreds. The crash did little
damage to the train. Speed limit for trains in that area was 79 miles an hour.
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I came across this story quite accidently while doing research for a school bus driver safety
presentation.

Fox River “Scandal”
Back in 1995 there was a tragic accident at Fox River Grove in Illinois. Here is part of the story:

Best design practice for a railroad highway crossing is to have at least 15 extreme feet behind the
bus for a safe “landing zone” when it crosses a track. Did the railroad mess up? Remember, now,
there were trains before there were cars in America.
I came across a video created by a Canadian that shows some very interesting history for the
crossing:

Apparently, the local government (before the incident) decided that they needed to widen the road
parallel to the tracks as mentioned in the footnotes. The “widening” of the road was the “narrowing”
of the landing zone. Some might call this criminal negligence on someone’s part.
This is what the crossing looks like today with the memorial. I suspect this crossing is no longer
used by school buses.
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Fountain Bus Driver Presentation

After a one-year delay caused by the plague-which-shall-not-be-mentioned, we were able to do our
presentation (which was well received). Rail safety is a serious issue but there one video related to
school bus evacuation that covered a serious topic in a humorous way that went over very well. I
think it’s a video worth showing at a Division Meeting.

Grand Canyon Steam Train
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This road trip is real --- we made reservations for the steam train and will be staying overnight at the
Maswik Lodge in Canyon Village.
The State of Arizona is working on a heritage railroad museum in Williams planned to open in 2024:

And while we’re at it, we might as well ride the Verde Canyon Railroad down in Clarksdale:

Of course, on the way up or down we’ll have to revisit the Harvey Houses in Las Vegas, NM, and
Winslow, AZ.
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Notes from The Siding
By John Emmot
We have seen the end of a sorta “bad year” and this one hasn’t started off much better. 2021 was a
year of COVID and ZOOM meetings with few live get togethers. TECO lost its home in the Chapel
Hills Mall after a reasonably good restart in November to a technicality of city codes. Lots of train
shows were restarting just as the virus also ramps up. There is the “Old Chinese curse; May you live
in interesting times”. So here we are.
Some of you may remember that there was a Moffat Road layout in Estes Park that filled a
dedicated 5,500 square foot building. I had taken my Moffat trains up there for operating sessions.
We got word at the end of 2021 that its owner, Dick Oldberg, had passed away. Its future is to be
determined. Colorado railroading lost a great friend.
Closer to home, we learned this week of the passing of J.B. Thistlethwaite. Most of you will
remember him as the proprietor of SideTrack Hobbies. He built a line of D&RGW brass locomotives
for discerning modelers. Recently he had provided a source of scratch building supplies from the
shop at his home. He was the Superintendent of the PikeMasters Railroad Club and a fixture at
TECO and other area train shows with his ‘mobile store’ carried in the old blue van. He was the
consummate model railroader with interests from live steam to obscure pieces-parts for builders
like me. The local model railroading scene will certainly miss his presence.
On to perhaps happier topics.
The last TECO show Grand prize ended up under my Christmas tree. The second time in my life (63
years apart) that I had a train under my tree. But that was only the beginning. I was also able to
acquire another original Lionel set from 1952. It reminds me of my first. Thanks to Wade for putting
me in touch with someone who was ready to part with one.
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The next TECO show is scheduled for the 29 and 30 of this month. It will be held in the Colorado
Springs Event Center at Palmer Park and Academy. This new, larger venue has plenty of room to
spread out layouts and vendors. There are a good number of both for the entertainment and
acquisition of the public. You can come to watch the trains run or to find that piece of rolling stock
you have been looking for. A switching puzzle will be there for those who want to try their hand
spotting cars at a destination. Gordon Preller’s European layout, featured in a recent Gazette story,
will be there along with other layouts from Denver and the local clubs, including Youth in Model
Railroading. There will be classes on modelling topics and historical presentations on railroads of
the Pikes Peak area. If you are a railroader in the Colorado Springs area, this is your chance to meet
old friends and talk trains or meet new friends with similar interests. If you are new to the hobby,
you can see what is possible and find resources to further your interest. Bring your questions and
take advantage of the experience represented in this group.
The December Christmas Meeting was a very nice party. Certainly, attendance was down from
previous years, but it was a congenial group to observe the season. The meal and goodies were
abundant and enjoyed by all. The officer railroading went as planned with Wade taking the helm with
the other incumbent officers. The member’s exchanges were smaller, but just as dramatic as
before. Some nice items were exchanged, some more than once. Tony handled the PPD drawing
well. Lots of contemporary railroad pieces were distributed to the participants.
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We look forward to a new year where we maintain and grow the model railroad community in the
Pikes Peak area. This communication goes to many NMRA members in the area. Please consider
joining us in a meeting. I hope we can resume a ZOOM presence for meetings for those who are not
comfortable with in person meetings yet. We would like to know of your interests and railroad
activities.

TECO Tidbits
Happy new year, everyone! To quote Bob Dylan, “Times, They Are a Changin.” This new year brings
changes to TECO as the pandemic has wrought the reality that public events are evolving. Because
of this, in the last two years, TECO held swap meets and one show to support our clubs and
vendors. We sharpened our skills in flexibility with hopes to evolve. I have personally questioned,
and been questioned, whether TECO was holding too many events for several years now, time will
only tell.
One of TECO’s difficulties is securing a venue/location that we can call home. We thought we had
that when we landed at “the mall,” but that has turned out to be untrue. Without a venue, change
puts TECO in a now-or-never situation. We are moving!
TECO will be holding the next model train show at the Colorado Springs Event Center at 3960
Palmer Park Blvd, the intersection of Palmer Park and Academy Blvd’s. Show dates are January 29
& 30th, and hours are Saturday 10 am to 5 pm, and Sunday 10 am to 3 pm.
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With the venue change, there is also a change in pricing. Entry is $10 per person - discounts to
military, first responders, and seniors apply. Children twelve and under are free.
Before closing, I would like to recognize the passing of our friend JB Thistletwaite. He has been a
good friend to Michael and me and TECO. The remembrances at JB’s services were a poignant
reminder of the effect one person can have on so many lives. He was a Godly man with an
impenetrable gaze and a sense of humor that crossed our path. Goodbye, dear friend, you are
already missed.
Lastly, TECO needs your support, now more than ever! What does TECO need of you?
•
•
•
•
•

Please come to the model train show. We need the biggest turn-out we have ever had.
Bring a friend.
It’s not too late to take a table as a vendor.
Volunteer at the door or the switch puzzle.
We will also need help at the show’s end to vacate the venue by the end of Sunday night.

Feel free to contact me with any questions @ eamaline@gmail.com or visit our website
https://tecoshow.org for more information.
Elizabeth Maline
Chairman
Train Expo Colorado

December 2021 Minutes
Secretary, John Emmot
The regular monthly meeting was called to order live by Superintendent, Joe Costa at 7:00 in the
community room of the Classic Homes offices at Flying Horse. There were 19 members and one
visitor present. Wade brought a friend, Jim McHenry. There was no ZOOM link for this meeting.
The minutes of the November meeting were approved as published in the Milepost.

Treasurers Report
Tony Pawlicki had provided a digital update on activity in the PPD bank account and the sale of the
last two pieces of Division Plexiglas to the officers prior to the meeting time and on handouts at the
meeting. The statement was accepted as submitted.
Joe began the meeting by presenting the check for the Division share from the November TECO
show.

Chairman Reports
Elizabeth discussed the decision by the Chapel Hills Mall to not host future TECO shows. After
looking at the available local venues she reported that the TECO board had agreed to the offer of an
open date at the Colorado Springs Event Center at Palmer Park and Academy. The show is
scheduled for the weekend of January 29-30, 2022. There will be a Tanner gun show in the other
half of the Event Center on the same weekend. The change will come with some increases in fees
due to the increased cost of this location. She also disclosed a meeting with a Pueblo group
exploring the possibility of a joint show for Rail Fair next summer in Pueblo. More on this as and if it
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develops. She also mentioned to possibility of a joint show with the TCA in Douglas County at some
future date.
As some remember, Mark Fuerstenberger received a mystery picture at his office at Classic a few
months ago. He has found that it was a gift from a subcontractor who knew of his interest in
railroads.

New Business
The annual election of officers was next. It was formally announced that the incumbents for
Treasurer, Secretary and Assistant Superintendent were willing to continue. Joe was able to get
Wade Mountz to agree to return as Superintendent. With no further nominations from the floor, a
unanimous vote was cast for the slate.

Contest
There was no contest.

Program
The meal and gift exchanges followed the adjournment.
Meeting adjourned at 7:20.
The meeting was followed by a delicious meal of PPD provided chicken with numerous and various
side dishes from attendees. Thanks to Kristin for getting and bringing the chicken and to all who
provided the sides, deserts, and treats.
There were four gifts exchanged in the non-railroad category and 17 in the railroad event. Tony
provided a good variety in the Division giveaway, though they stopped drawing names before the #1
gift was claimed. To this observer, it seemed like a great successful celebration. It was a congenial
group who shared good food and a fun evening of the season. I believe everyone had a good time.
We should also thank Mark for facilitating our use of the Classic Homes meeting room.

“N”GINEERS Superintendent’s Corner
By Michael Peck
Welcome to the new year of 2022! The membership may continue coming down to the club on
Saturdays to run trains, except for those weekends we are at an event. We are working on some
DCC programming issues but hope to have those resolved soon.
With the new year the membership needs to start thinking about our annual train trip, many offers
out there. We have two left over field trips to complete from last year. We can go ahead and add a
few more. We’ll be working on getting a scenery clinic going, if we can ever get the scheduling and
location issues resolved.

TECO 40
TECO 40 will be held at a new, to us, venue, the Colorado Springs Event Center at Palmer Park Blvd
and Academy Blvd Exhibit Hall A. The club plans to operate our T-TRAK layout and we’ll have 3 sales
tables. We can use help at both those locations. There will be some TECO jobs we need to volunteer
for as well, like working the sales tickets at the door, I’ll have the signup forms at the board and
business meetings.
Setup for layouts will begin at 9am. We can drive in, drop off modules then park behind the building
and walk back into setup. Vendors can start coming in at 12 noon. We must be out of the building
by 8pm.
Saturday hours are 10am to 5pm, we can get in at 9am. Park in the back of the complex and walk in.
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Sunday hours are 10am to 3pm, we can get in at 9am. Park in the back of the building and walk in.
After the show closes, we can tear down and pack up, once we are done, we can start bringing in our
cars to load the modules, tables, chairs, and sales items that we brought with us.

Florence Pioneer Museum Train Event

N scale diorama at FPM.

Lego setup at FPM.

G & N scale layout

HO display

Ray Anderson N scale setup.
I want to thank Chris & Connie Dueker for taking these photos at the Florence Pioneers Museum.
Hopefully I’ll get down there next year.
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Computers
Or How We Got to Where We Are Today
By David Bristow
The birth of computing in the US started with the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer
(ENIAC), which was the first electronic programmable computer built in the U.S. ENIAC became fully
operational in 1945 after two years of development and construction. The machine weighed in at 30
tons, consumed 200 kilowatts of power, used 18,000 vacuum tubes, 1,500 relays, and hundreds of
thousands of passive components. To execute a program on the ENIAC patch cables and switches
had to be manually configured.
By the early 1950s, the computer entered the commercial world, particularly banking and insurance.
IBM was one of the early manufacturers of physically large computers, which became known as
‘mainframe1’ or ‘big iron’. While IBM dominated the market some others sold machines, such as
Univac, Sperry, Hitachi, Xerox, and Burroughs. Like the ENIAC the first IBM mainframes used
vacuum tubes, but as the transistor technology became readily available computers switched to
using them.
Then came integrated circuits (IC), which permitted computer manufactures to add capabilities and
or shrink the size of their machines. The ever-increasing functionality in smaller devices spawned
the development of the ‘minicomputer’. By the mid-1960s some companies were competing for the
small, inexpensive, laboratory-oriented computer markets. Possibly the most notable was the Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) with its PDP-8, which in 1964 started at $16,0002. The zenith of the
minicomputer technology occurred in the mid-1980s.
Chip technology continued to pack more and more transistors into ICs. Additionally, the
functionality of the chips increased so that by 1971 Intel created its 4004 chips, the first 4-bit
microprocessor i.e., a CPU on a chip. By 1974 increasing the transistor density Intel introduced the
8-bit 8080, which found its way into the nascent home/hobbyists’ machines. Motorola created the
6502 and the Apple II was born in 1977. The TRS-80, Commodore, and a couple of other machines
entering the marketplace based on 8-bit microprocessors. A decade later Intel’s 16-bit 8086
microprocessor was adopted by IBM for its Personal Computer (PC) along with Microsoft’s
MS/DOS which created the ‘Wintel’ dynasty! Today the newest PC3s uses a 64-bit microprocessor
manufactured by Intel and AMD. What was truly amazing was the spread of the technology and the
rapid decrease in cost with the ever-increasing capabilities.
While the lion’s share of the computing world’s attention was drawn to the microprocessor the
microcontroller (MCU) was being pursued in the early 1970s. Intel worked on a single chip, the
TMS1802NC for the pocket calculator. Since the MCU was a computer on a chip that performed a
more limited range of functions but needed only minimal help from other chips and devices it found
itself in many devices, such as kitchen appliances, industrial controllers, printers, measurement
devices, radios, and automobiles. It became known as the ‘embedded’ computer.
By the early 1980s, there were several manufacturers marketing MCU chips such as:
•
•
•

The Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) is an 8-bit MCU manufactured by Micro-chip Technology.
The 8051 is an 8-bit MCU by Intel.
Texas Instrument (TI) introduced its calculator MCU to the electronics industry in 1974. It was made
available in different configurations of Random-Access Memory (RAM) and Read-Only Memory (ROM)
sizes and by 1983, nearly 100 million TMS 1000 had already been sold.

The term mainframe has no exact definition, it has become known as a machine capable of large-scale computing tasks demanding
high availability, high I/O rates, large storage for online databases, and sometimes even the ability to run multiple operating systems
simultaneously.
2 At that time mainframes started at $100,000 but quite often ran over $1,000,000
3
Apple the other major personal computer maker followed a different route but currently uses the same 64-bit microprocessors, but is
moving to use its own microprocessors developed for its phones and iPads.
1
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AVR a family of 8-bit microcontrollers was developed by Atmel4 in the mid-1990s. AVR was one of
the first microcontroller families to use on-chip flash memory for program storage. The unique
feature of these microcontrollers is that they can be programmed, erased, and reprogrammed
easily.
In 2005 a group of engineers started the Arduino5 project, principally for students at the Interaction
Design Institute Ivrea, Italy. The goal was to provide a low-cost and easy way for novices and
professionals to create devices that interact with sensors and actuators. Since its start, it has
become an open-source hardware and software company, project, and user community. Arduino
board designs use a variety of MCUs, mostly those of AVR. The boards are equipped with sets of
digital and analog input/output (I/O) pins. The microcontrollers can be programmed using the C and
C++ programming languages. The Arduino project provides an integrated development environment
(IDE) and many software libraries.
Many hobbyists have over time designed devices based on many different types of MCUs. Some,
most notably PICs have been used for model railroad projects. When Arduino became widely known
more model railroad hobbyists-initiated projects. The popularity of the Arduino can be attributed to
the goals the original project set out to accomplish, i.e., lower cost and technological barriers for
novices to easily create useful projects.
A computer is a machine that can be programmed to carry out sequences of arithmetic or logical
operations automatically. Computers, in general, are designed with some key components and in
most cases a great number of others. The simplest depiction of a computer is shown in the
following diagram.

A Simple Computer
The key components are:
•
•

Central Processing Unit (CPU), which processes and responds to instructions that direct the CPU's
functions. The CPU performs basic arithmetic, logic, and I/O operations. It also controls data transfer
operations to communicate commands to other components in the system.
An MCU’s memory stores the data that the processor receives and uses to respond to instructions
that it's been programmed to carry out. A microcontroller has two main memory types:
•
•

•
•

Program memory, which stores long-term data about the instructions of a program that the CPU
carries out. This memory is non-volatile, i.e., it holds data over time without needing a power
source.
Data memory, which is used for the temporary storage of data while the instructions are being
executed. Data memory is volatile, i.e., the data is lost when the power source is removed

Peripheral I/Os are the input and output devices that interface with the processor to the outside
world. The input ports receive information and send it to the processor. The processor receives that
data and sends the necessary instructions to output devices that execute tasks external to the MCU.
A bus is a communication system that transfers data between components inside a computer.

In 2016 Atmel was acquired by Microchip Technology.
The name Arduino comes from a bar in Ivrea, Italy, where some of the founders of the project used to meet. The bar was named after
Arduin of Ivrea, who was the King of Italy from 1002 to 1014.
4

5
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The reality is that computer architectures are far more complex than shown above. For instance, the
ATmega8096 MCU, which is used in the Arduino Uno WiFi Rev2 is shown below.

ATmega809 MCU
Today in 2022, the computer has become involved in pretty much everything we do. Just think in
1945 there was but one computer in the US now there are probably billions! Fortunately, they have
shrunk in size and power consumption, for instance, the Arduino Uno WiFi Rev2 weighs 25 grams
has about 5 times as many active components and draws 1W whereas the ENIAC weighed 200
Tons and consumed 200 Kilowatts. OK, you might say all those techy things are interesting,
fascinating, or not, but what use are they to the model railroader? In googling the web, it seems that
as I mentioned earlier there have always been early adopters and one can find interesting projects
going back quite some time, but in general, the use of the Arduino started to surface in a big way
around 2010 for model railroading.
The peripheral I/O pins on the Arduino can be used to either connect to sensors or actuators. A
sensor is a device that detects or measures a physical. An actuator is a device that causes a
machine or other device to operate. Sensors are input devices to the MCU, and actuators are
outputting from the MCU. In the chart below sensors and actuators are shown. This is not meant to
be an exhaustive picture as many devices are being developed and hobbyists are inventing new
ways to use devices so that the cart will expand in the future.

MCU Actuators and Sensors
6

ATmega809/1609/3209/4809 Preliminary Datasheet DS40002016B 2019 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Projects can and have been developed using either or both actuators and sensors. The following
table highlights a few such cases:
Project
Turnout Controller
Turntable
Signals
Crossings
Weigh Scale
Control Panels
Animation
DC Track Power

Sensor
Contact switch
Contact switch or Hall effect
IR, Ultrasonic
Scale
Touch, Contact switch
Location sensors

Actuator
Motor: snap, stall, or servo
Motor: DC, stepper or servo
LED
Motor: stall or servo
LED
LED
Motor, LED
DC variable power supply

Here are a few Arduino related websites you might visit:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arduino - the home of the Arduino project providing information about the many platforms available,
projects, and programing support to mention a few topics covered.
Arduino 18 trains projects - part of the main Arduino website, but dedicated to model train projects
GitHub - Model Railroad Arduino - GitHub is a repository where developers can store their code
projects and make them freely available.
Model Railroading with Arduino – a website dedicated to using Arduinos in the hobby
Arduino Railways Control - URB (Universal Railway Bus) – this website provides a comprehensive
“solution” using Arduinos to operate a railroad using DC to run the locomotives.
DroneBot Workshop – a Canadian website, while not model railroad related provides tutorials,
explanations, and electronics.

Next article will examine specific MCUs and explain start up a simple project.

Diner Car Menu Item
By Mike Maline
This month’s Diner Car Menu Item is something different, Carrots in Mint Sauce. This veggie was
prepared and served in the diner cars of the New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad. Have fun
preparing and enjoy this most defiantly high-caloric side dish.

Carrots in Mint Sauce
3 cups carrots, diced

1 cup cold water

6 Tbsp. butter

3 Tbsp. mint leaves, shredded

1 Tbsp. cornstarch

1 tsp. lemon juice

3 Tbsp. granular sugar
Cook carrots in boiling water to cover until just tender, about 6 minutes, then drain and set aside.
Melt butter in a clean saucepan over medium heat. Meanwhile, in a small bowl, blend cornstarch
and sugar with cold water until dissolved. Add mint leaves and lemon juice and mix thoroughly. Stir
this mixture into the melted butter. Add cooked carrots and stir. Continue cooking over medium
heat until sauce is clear.

Before you Begin
You’ll need: 2-quart saucepan, and a small mixing bowl
Prep time: 30 minutes
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Yield: 6 servings
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We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales
Be buy collections large & small
New Address, New Expanded Store

Chapel Hills Mall
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #0487
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs

Hours of Operation
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website
http://roysmodeltrains.com/
Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net

Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message

COME VISIT US SOON!!
Watch for monthly Swap Meets

